
Sacred Body 371 

Chapter 371: Six immortals were banned, successfully banned, an impossible miracle! 

 It’s not stupid to bury the local creatures at the scene, and they all noticed Jun Xiaoyao's hand. 

Jun Xiaoyao controls a terrifying sealing technique. 

However, relying on his own strength, he could not fully display the power of this sealing technique. 

So we need to rely on the power of Li Xin and others. 

However, it is the most shocking place. 

Jun Xiaoyao, only the God Fire Realm cultivation base, but has to withstand the mana perfusion of top 

powerhouses such as Li Xin. 

It stands to reason that this is simply impossible. 

The body of the monk in the Divine Fire Realm was like a kettle. 

However, the cultivation base of powerful people like Li Xin is the vast ocean. 

If Li Xin and others poured mana into Jun Xiaoyao's body, the most likely thing to happen would be that 

Jun Xiaoyao's body exploded and died. 

It is precisely because of this that all burial souls think that Jun Xiaoyao is crazy. 

Only a madman can come up with such a crazy idea. 

"The Lord of the Jun Family can leave directly and safely, but he just wants to die. It's crazy!" 

"Yeah, with such a talented cultivation base, he did not spare his life, but was so risky." 

All burial creatures do not understand. 

"It doesn't matter if he is dead, at least the reputation of our burial ground can be saved a little." There 

are also burial soil creatures who are watching coldly. 

In the dark, some burial emperors in the burial ground were also communicating with their spirits. They 

were very surprised and were observing the situation. 

Li Xin is the cultivation base of Xiaotianzun, the ghost face female buried emperor is the supreme 

pinnacle, and Ah Jiu is also the quasi supreme. 

The three of them shot at the same time, the kind of mana fluctuations can be imagined, and they want 

to subvert the world. 

Although this wave of mana is not offensive, the level of majesty alone is enough to burst the bodies of 

thousands of Divine Fire Realm Tianjiao. 

boom! 

The terrifying mana, rolling like a tide, poured into Jun Xiaoyao's body. 
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Jun Xiaoyao felt as if there was an endless power that burst in his body. 

In an instant, he displayed the second seal of the Seven Seals of Forbidden Immortals. 

The world seems to be transformed into a cage. 

With the infusion of mana, Jun Xiaoyao's body began to turn red, which is a sign that mana is about to 

overflow and break. 

"Young Master..." Ah Jiu's face changed slightly when he saw this scene. 

She is the one who has guarded Jun Xiaoyao for the longest time. After all, she is a Taoist protector. At 

this moment, seeing Jun Xiaoyao's situation is not good, she immediately trembled. 

"No problem, continue!" Jun Xiaoyao's tone was firm. 

He urged the power of the Ancient Eucharist to the extreme. 

Born to break the ten-fold shackles of the ancient sacred body, the physical body is extremely strong, 

and the mana that can hold is far from comparable to the realm of Tianjiao. 

"My God, can you bear it?" 

"The God Son of the Jun Family didn't even burst into pieces?" 

Seeing the unharmed Jun Xiaoyao, and the burial of local creatures, they were completely dumb. 

The neck seemed to be tightly strangled by a pair of invisible hands. 

"Is there anything else that the young man can't do?" Langhuan and Qin Xian'er didn't know what to say. 

It seems that in front of Jun Xiaoyao, any problem is not a problem. 

"If this son can grow up safely, I am afraid that in the future, he will be another **** king in white, no, 

maybe even stronger!" The Lord Shura also sighed, not knowing what it was like. 

He even seemed to see the terrifying scene of the funeral world being destroyed by Jun Xiaoyao in the 

future. 

As for those buried emperors hidden in the dark, they were all speechless at this moment. 

A junior who was not in their eyes, but did what they didn't dare to think. 

"The third level!" 

Jun Xiaoyao continued to use the Seven Seals of Forbidden Immortals. 

Although from the outside world, Jun Xiaoyao seemed safe and sound. 

But only Jun Xiaoyao knew how dangerous it was to do this kind of thing, and he would burst into death 

if he was not careful. 

Except Jun Xiaoyao, no one else dared to do this. 



"Senior Li Xin, you don't have to worry about it, continue to increase your mana." Jun Xiaoyao said 

again. 

Upon seeing this, Li Xin and others could only increase their mana output. 

A more vast and terrifying wave of mana flooded into Jun Xiaoyao's body. 

Jun Xiaoyao instantly felt a sense of tearing, as if his body was about to be divided by five horses. 

"Da Luo Xian Bone!" 

Jun Xiaoyao once again urged the power of Daluo Xiangu. 

Suddenly, the one hundred and sixty large Luo fairy bones that had been tempered up and down his 

whole body simultaneously released the fairy light. 

These big Luo fairy bones, like nodes one after another, stabilized Jun Xiaoyao's physical body so that it 

would not collapse. 

This is why Jun Xiaoyao is sure. 

He is not only an ancient sacramental body, but also one of the nine heavenly books, the immortal body 

of Daluo in the body book. 

It is precisely because of this kind of confidence that Jun Xiaoyao dared to make such a crazy move. 

Otherwise, how could Jun Xiaoyao risk his life? 

Jun Xiaoyao wouldn't do it by pretending to be fate. 

"Fourth level!" 

Jun Xiaoyao continued to urge the seven seals of the forbidden immortals, and the fourth seal was 

strengthened again, so that the mighty power, the heaven and the earth, imprisoned the four directions. 

Even the Burial World Seal, which was on the verge of collapse, seemed to be under such reinforcement, 

slowing the collapse. 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao, it seems really possible to seal the burial world again. 

The audience was silent, and all the people buried in the land seemed to have a hunch in their hearts. 

Today, they may once again witness an impossible miracle! 

"Fifth level!" 

When Jun Xiaoyao performed the fifth stage of the Seven Seals of Forbidden Immortals, all creatures 

could feel that the entire world of the burial world seemed to be cut off by a pair of invisible hands. 

"Go, go!" a burial creature suddenly shouted. 

If they continue to stay here, maybe they will be sealed in the funeral world forever, unable to get out. 

With this voice, all the burial creatures hurried back. 



Those buried natives who just watched the play, ridiculed, and watched coldly, looked panic at this 

moment, swarming out of the burial world. 

"Damn it, the burial world is broken, is it going to fall short?" In the dark, there are intertwined burial 

emperor spirits. 

But they dare not show up to stop Jun Xiaoyao. 

Because there is still Li Xin, the devil. 

The nine burial emperors have just fallen, and the rest of the burial emperors naturally cannot take the 

initiative to give food. 

"Sixth level!" 

Jun Xiaoyao's body began to tremble slightly, and his body showed signs of about to break apart. 

But he too, in this extreme situation, cast the sixth seal of the seven forbidden immortals! 

There are tens of thousands of threads of various patterns, intertwined in the void, turning this burial 

world into a forbidden domain! 

Not only the heaven and the earth are banned, but even the various laws seem to be imprisoned. 

This kind of horrible seal prohibition made Li Xin be surprised. 

This kind of sealing technique is too powerful, and when it is fully displayed, it is easy to seal the 

supreme. 

"It's almost there." Jun Xiaoyao let out a deep breath~www.mtlnovel.com~ and started to stop. 

The seventh seal of the Forbidden Immortal was too difficult to display, and the current Jun Xiaoyao, 

even with the help of Li Xin and others, could not display the seventh seal. 

But banning six immortals is enough to seal the entire burial world. 

After all, the previous seal was on the verge of collapse, not completely. 

"Success..." 

Li Xin has been in a trance until now. 

The burial world that was about to be broken was sealed again by Jun Xiaoyao, who turned the tide. 

Vaguely, you can still hear that there are terrifying voices roaring unwillingly in the tomb of Wan Ling. 

That was the great burial leader who was sealed under the tomb of Wan Ling. He had hope of breaking 

the seal but was finally blocked by Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao once again created an impossible miracle! 

Chapter 372: The female burial emperor asked for a hug, not wanting to become a fairy, only willing to 

be in the vast red... 

The burial world that was trembling once again fell silent. 
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The six immortal seals, although it is impossible to seal the burial world forever, it is not a problem to 

maintain at least dozens of hundreds of years. 

Although for monks, dozens of hundreds of years are still not long. 

But at that time, Jun Xiaoyao's cultivation base was estimated to have reached an extremely terrifying 

level. 

Isn't it simple to sweep the burial world by then? 

Therefore, Jun Xiaoyao didn't care that the sealing time was too short. 

As long as he is given time, even if the funeral world is broken, he can still suppress everything. 

Seeing that the burial world was sealed again, the burial soil creatures who had ran out before had 

mixed feelings in their hearts. 

Who would have thought that the funeral world that was destined to be broken would be sealed by Jun 

Xiaoyao once again. 

He did it, what his father did. 

The tiger father has no dogs, this is true! 

"Young Master's method, Li Xin admires!" Li Xin clasped his hands together, really convinced. 

Although Li Xin had agreed before, he was more or less worried. 

But now, all problems have disappeared. 

"It doesn't have to be the case, this burial world is not sealed by me alone, but by the strength of 

everyone." Jun Xiaoyao did not take all the credit on himself. 

Now that the crisis is lifted, the burial world is sealed, and Jun Xiaoyao also gets the Nine Wonders of 

Reincarnation Undead Grass. 

This trip to the eternal burial ground is a perfect end. 

Jun Xiaoyao's goals were all achieved. 

But Jun Xiaoyao was not going to leave directly, but to digest the great opportunity of the reincarnation 

pool of sentient beings. 

Next, Jun Xiaoyao also asked Li Xin and others what they thought. 

Li Xin still has to keep guarding in the Wanling Cemetery. 

Jun Xiaoyao did not advise anything, this is Li Xin's loyal performance. 

Moreover, the burial world does need a strong guard, and you can contact in time if there is any 

problem. 

Jun Xiaoyao looked deep into the funeral world. 

Although Li Xin didn't tell him the secret of the funeral world. 



But Jun Xiaoyao seemed to see that his father, God King Jun Wugui, swept the burial world alone and 

fought with the great terror in the burial world. 

Jun Xiaoyao is indeed very strong now, but only invincible among the younger generation. 

What Jun Xiaoyao has to do next is to surpass the same generation step by step, and even to compete 

with the older generation. 

"One day, I will go deep into the funeral world, and there will be those great horrors for a while." 

"There are also the reasons for the creation of the burial ground for eternity, and why my father wanted 

to seal the burial world. These secrets, I will one day find out." Jun Xiaoyao swore in his heart. 

With his current strength, even if he knew the secret of the funeral world, he could not help Jun Wugui. 

So becoming stronger is the only thing Jun Xiaoyao needs to do. 

After the burial world was sealed, the burial soil creatures from the outside did not leave, and were still 

immersed in shock. 

On the contrary, Langhuan carried a self-deprecating smile on her face. 

"His Royal Highness, what's wrong with you?" Qin Xian'er noticed and asked with concern. 

"Xian'er, I originally thought that I was worthy of the gentleman. Now it seems that I really think highly 

of myself." Langhua smiled bitterly and shook his head. 

It is hard to imagine that Langhuan, who is incomparably noble and ranked second on the Burial Land 

Beauty List, could actually say such a thing. 

Qin Xian'er wanted to comfort him, but found that it seemed to be the case. 

Jun Xiaoyao's excellence is beyond their reach. 

Here, Jun Xiaoyao is preparing to enter the reincarnation pool of sentient beings to practice. 

But before that, he still looked at the Empress of the Ghost Face Empress. 

The Queen of the Ghost Mian Burial had said before, and I wanted to talk to him. 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao's gaze, the ghost face female burial emperor turned and walked into the distance. 

Jun Xiaoyao also followed. 

Li Xin and Ah Jiu were naturally interested and did not ask anything. 

In a quiet place, the ghost face female buried emperor paused. 

Jun Xiaoyao also stopped at the same time. 

"This emperor is very confused, who are you?" The ghost face female funeral emperor said with her 

back to Jun Xiaoyao. 

The female burial emperor wore a black dress, and her figure was long and slender, like a mysterious 

and magnificent black rose. 



"Jun Xiaoyao." Jun Xiaoyao said word by word. 

"Really?" The ghost face female buried emperor. 

"Otherwise?" Jun Xiaoyao said. 

"This emperor wakes up from a deep sleep and is already an extremely powerful burial emperor, but 

there are some scenes in his memory. Is that the emperor's previous life or something else?" asked the 

ghost face female burial emperor. 

Jun Xiaoyao actually didn't quite understand the relationship between the Ghost-Mian Empress and the 

previous Ghost-Mian Girl and the Ghost-Mian Woman. 

But one thing in common is that they can all use the power of Higan Flower. 

The other side flower can not help but remind Jun Xiaoyao of a foreign land. 

Rumor has it that there is an emperor in a foreign land called the Bian Clan, which is a plant force, 

whose body is the Bian Flower blooming in Huangquan. 

However, Jun Xiaoyao didn't understand the foreign land, so he couldn't infer anything. 

"Causal entanglement, true or false, Jun Mou is not clear, but I can promise that if I understand the truth 

in the future, I will definitely come to you." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

Since the ghost face female burial emperor has extended a helping hand, Jun Xiaoyao has also repaid 

himself. 

If you learn the truth about the ghost face girl in the future, you will naturally tell her. 

"Hmm...but this emperor...there is one more...request." The ghost face female burial emperor suddenly 

said. 

It's just that the tone is slightly unnatural, intermittent, and it seems that the coldness and exquisiteness 

of the previous moment have been missing. 

"What's the matter?" Jun Xiaoyao was puzzled. 

The tone of the ghost face female buried emperor was not quite right. 

"Can you... hug the emperor?" 

When the ghost face female buried emperor said this, she still turned her back to Jun Xiaoyao. 

However, the slightly trembling voice showed the unrest of the empress's heart. 

Jun Xiaoyao was a little surprised. 

He never expected that the Empress of the Ghost Face would make such a request. 

What kind of existence does the ghost face female buried emperor exist? 

The strongest of the Ten Burial Territories, the noble and indifferent Iceberg Queen. 

It is the Ten Territory of Burial Land, in the hearts of all men, there is both fear and admiration. 



Such a ruthless iceberg queen asked for a hug? 

This is too cute. 

If the rest of the buried natives see this scene, it is estimated that they will have to doubt life. 

Jun Xiaoyao couldn't help but think that the ghost face female buried emperor might really be an 

iceberg-shaped arrogant. 

"If you don't want to, then that's all." The ghost face female buried emperor moved and was about to 

leave. 

"Wait," Jun Xiaoyao said. 

The female burial emperor paused. 

"The queen is willing to show a helping hand, Jun Mou thank you very much, this matter is nothing more 

than a simple effort." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

As long as you don't greedy him, you can do anything. 

Hug will not get pregnant. 

Jun Xiaoyao stepped forward, slightly hesitating, but still gently wrapped the female burial emperor's 

waist. 

If it was someone else, it would be extremely excited to have the opportunity to get close to the Queen 

of Burial, and even unable to control his own hands. 

But Jun Xiaoyao's expression was plain, without any excitement. 

The female burial emperor was cold, like a piece of ice. 

When Jun Xiaoyao was holding him, the jade body trembled slightly, as if it was overcharged. 

A long-lost warmth in memory ~www.mtlnovel.com~ overflows. 

But the next moment, Jun Xiaoyao let go of his hand. 

In the heart of the female burial emperor, there was an inexplicable sense of loss. 

But she still said, "Thank you." 

"Well, if we learn the truth in the future, Jun will come to you again." Jun Xiaoyao turned and left 

without any lingering. 

After a long time, the ghost face female buried emperor sighed faintly. 

One of her jade hands slightly lifted the ghost face on her face, and the jade face under the ghost face 

mask was already blushing. 

The ghost face female buried emperor will also blush. 



"The other shore flower blooms in the seven-color sky, and the flower has been turned into a fairy for a 

thousand years. I don't want to become a fairy, but I want to wait for you to return in the vast red 

dust..." 

The female burial emperor put on the grimace mask again, and disappeared without a trace. 

Chapter 373: Jun Xiaoyao retreats to the reincarnation pool of sentient beings, rumors in the wild and 

fairyland 

 After the female burial was over, Jun Xiaoyao also returned to the pool of reincarnation of sentient 

beings. 

Because the burial world was sealed by Jun Xiaoyao with six seals for banning immortals. 

So as long as Jun Xiaoyao is willing, he can let anyone enter and leave the burial world freely. 

Li Xin must always guard the Wanling Cemetery and be the guardian of the tomb. 

And Ah Jiu naturally followed Jun Xiaoyao. 

When Jun Xiaoyao leaves, she will leave. 

After solving all the problems, Jun Xiaoyao was able to practice breakthrough in the reincarnation pool 

of sentient beings with peace of mind. 

Jun Xiaoyao has a hunch that this time of cultivation will greatly improve him. 

Breaking through the realm of others is like constipation, while Jun Xiaoyao is a catastrophe. 

The reason why Jun Xiaoyao is confident is because the energy of the reincarnation pool of sentient 

beings is extremely pure and strange. 

He also asked Li Xin. 

This pool of reincarnation of sentient beings seems to have been built by some great terror deep in the 

burial world a long time ago. 

Jun Xiaoyao directly entered the reincarnation pool of sentient beings, and then displayed the **** 

swallowing magic art and the furnace of heaven and earth, and began to absorb and refine the entire 

reincarnation pool of sentient beings. 

Ordinary Tianjiao may not be able to absorb it after absorbing a very small part. 

Jun Xiaoyao's physical body can allow him to digest almost the entire pool of sentient beings. 

After all, although the Ancient Eucharist is powerful, it consumes more resources to break through the 

realm. 

This reincarnation pool of sentient beings can just solve this problem. 

With Jun Xiaoyao sinking into practice. 

The entire burial world finally fell into peace. 
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However, the entire ten territories of the Eternal Burial Ground could not be calm. 

After all, what happened in the funeral world was too big. 

Jun Xiaoyao cuts the sky overlord body. 

The burial world was broken, and the burial emperors were born. 

The guardian of the tomb, Li Xin, one of the Eight Divisions of the God King, appeared. 

Nine buried emperors have fallen. 

Finally, the burial world was sealed again by Jun Xiaoyao. 

Each of these things, appearing alone, can shock the world. 

Let alone the gathering together, this kind of explosive news made the entire burial ground upturned. 

During this period of time, all living creatures in the ten territories of the Burial Ground had the highest 

frequency in their mouths, that is, the Son of the Jun Family. 

The current Jun Xiaoyao is not only popular in the domain of Huangtianxian, but also in the burial soil of 

the eternal ages. 

His handwriting will obviously be recorded in the epic of the burial soil. 

The attitude of the buried land creatures towards Jun Xiaoyao is no longer hatred. 

But powerless! 

Yes, it is the weakness from the heart. 

In the younger generation, no one is Jun Xiaoyao's opponent. 

And the older generation of powerful players were protected by Li Xin, the Queen of the Burial of the 

Ghost Face and others. 

The entire ten territories of the burial soil, there is no way to take Jun Xiaoyao. 

It is hard to imagine that only Jun Xiaoyao in the Divine Fire Realm is making the entire Eternal Burial 

Ground helpless. 

After accepting this reality, no one dared to touch Jun Xiaoyao's brow. 

Even the other burial emperors of the Underworld Palace, Corpse Dragon Race and other forces did not 

think about revenge. 

The only chance for revenge is to wait for the day when the funeral world is completely broken. 

... 

In a blink of an eye, months passed. 

In the ten territories of the buried soil, the storm gradually subsided. 



Jun Xiaoyao has become the most talked-about topic among the buried natives. 

But at this moment in the Wild Heaven Immortal Territory, the atmosphere is subtle. 

Because of the relationship between the Eternal Burial Land and the Desolate Immortal Territory. 

Therefore, it is impossible for the major events that happened in the burial soil to be spread to the Wild 

Heaven Immortal Domain at once. 

In addition, several months have passed, and many people have speculated whether Jun Xiaoyao had 

some accident in the burial ground of the ages. 

This kind of conjecture is reasonable and normal. 

After all, the Eternal Burial Land is a taboo land for the people of Xianyu. 

However, recently, news about Jun Xiaoyao's fall on the burial ground suddenly spread. 

It seems that behind this, there is a dark hand pushing this public opinion. 

"The son of the Jun family, didn't he really fall into the burial ground of Eternal Age?" 

"Said it's impossible, it's been a few months, and it hasn't come out yet. It seems that the ancient world 

is about to open." 

"Indeed, with the character of the **** son of the Jun family, he will definitely not miss the ancient 

world, but he hasn't come out yet, it is probably a big problem." 

"It's a pity, a tianjiao who could have suppressed this era, but because of his recklessness, ruined his 

future." 

There are more and more places in the three thousand states of the Wild Heaven Immortal Territory 

that are discussing this matter. 

Although some people don't believe it, after all, Jun Xiaoyao hasn't appeared for months. 

As the most well-known and most eye-catching Tianjiao in the Wild Heaven Immortal Realm, there has 

been no news for a few months, which already means a lot. 

This feeling is like a hot star in the sky, and suddenly there is no news for a few months. 

Everyone will think if something unexpected happened. 

Qingzhou, the resident of the ancient Jiang family. 

Many Jiang family members are discussing this matter privately. 

However, the senior Jiang family did not make any statement. 

"Master Young Master will definitely be fine." 

"That's right, with the strength of the young master, even in the burial ground of the ages, it can be 

mixed." 

All Jiang's family did not believe the rumors. 



In their eyes, Jun Xiaoyao is an undefeated existence. 

And if there is something wrong with Jun Xiaoyao, Jiang Daoxu and others are naturally the first person 

who can't sit still. 

But now, the whole Jiang family is calm. 

On a cliff, a snow-clad beauty stood in the wind, like a crescent moon, and a jade tree piled snow. 

The breeze dazzled the hair of her temples, dazzling a picturesque fairy face. 

Looking at the extreme west with his clear eyes like autumn water, he was in a trance. 

That direction is the direction of Manzhou, and it is also the direction of Wangu Burial Ground. 

This woman is Jiang Shengyi. 

When there was no worries in his heart, Jiang Shengyi devoted himself to cultivation, never knowing 

what it means to live like years. 

And now, Jiang Shengyi realized it. 

Although Jiang Shengyi knew in his heart, Jun Xiaoyao should have no accidents now. 

But there is always worry in my heart. 

Suddenly, behind her, a murmured voice sounded: "Sister Shengyi, are you here again in a daze?" 

"Luo Li." Jiang Shengyi retracted his gaze, the petite and exquisite voice behind him was Jiang Luoli. 

She directly sat down on the edge of the cliff with her jade hand resting on her cheek, and she also 

looked towards the extreme west. 

"The ancient world is about to open, Brother Xiaoyao hasn't returned yet." 

"Don't worry, there will be nothing wrong with UU reading www.uukanshu.com Xiaoyao." Jiang Shengyi 

said firmly. 

Jiang Luoli suddenly said: "Sister Shengyi, Brother Xiaoyao seems to be very good to you. Before that 

young emperor from the Wang family wanted to marry you, Brother Xiaoyao was the first to stand up 

and oppose it." 

Jiang Luoli's words immediately made Jiang Shengyi's heart tremble. 

"It's someone else, Xiaoyao will do the same." Jiang Shengyi grudgingly said. 

Jiang Luoli rolled his big eyes slightly, nodded his small head and said, "Yes, Brother Xiaoyao is actually 

such a person who is cold outside and hot inside, so Luo Li will never let go!" 

Jiang Luoli got up, patted the dust on the skirt, smiled at Jiang Shengyi, and two deep pear vortices 

appeared on his cheeks. 

Afterwards, Jiang Luoli left. 



"This Nizi, have you noticed it?" Jiang Shengyi looked at Jiang Luoli's back jumping away, with a dim 

expression. 

Chapter 374: The ancient world will be opened, Long Aotian will go out, the world of great 

competition... 

Don't look at Jiang Luoli in front of Jun Xiaoyao, she is a silly girl. 

But it does not mean that Jiang Luoli is stupid, on the contrary, she is very smart and a ghost. 

Maybe it doesn't matter if you perceive it. 

Jiang Shengyi himself, it is difficult to speak. 

After all, she and Jiang Luoli have a very close relationship, and they love sisters. 

Moreover, it was indeed Jiang Luoli who first liked Jun Xiaoyao. 

All in all, this situation is complicated. 

A triangle is not necessarily stable. 

Polygons are even more impossible. 

"Forget it, now I just hope Xiaoyao can come back before the opening of the ancient world." Jiang 

Shengyi prayed silently in his heart. 

The Immortal World is one of the most important opportunities before the opening of Emperor Road. 

It is also the best opportunity for contemporary Tianjiao to soar in strength. 

If Jun Xiaoyao missed this opportunity, he would slow down others to shoot, which Jiang Shengyi would 

never want to see. 

Because Jun Xiaoyao was to a large extent because of her, he went to bury the ground. 

On the other side of the Jiang family, Hua Yuanxiu and Jiang Chuhan were practicing. 

"The ancient world will be opened. If Jun Xiaoyao can't come back, it will be in trouble." Hua Yuanxiu 

wrote lightly with a smile on the corner of his mouth. 

"How do you feel, you seem to be gloating over misfortune?" Jiang Chuhan frowned and said in a cold 

tone. 

Jun Xiaoyao is now not only the son of the Jun family, but also the young master of the Jiang family. 

Hua Yuanxiu is not only not worried, but has this attitude. 

"Well, I also hope that he can gain something in the burial ground, and it is best to break through to the 

realm of the gods, so that he will not be used to participate in the ancient world." Hua Yuanxiu laughed. 

No matter how you hear this, it feels strange and ironic. 
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"Are you sarcastic? When the young master entered the burial ground, he only had the cultivation base 

in the Heaven-Through-Sky Realm. The burial ground environment is not suitable for the cultivation of 

the Immortal Territory. 

Hua Yuanxiu is an old yin and yang person. 

"Didn't I follow your intentions?" 

"Jun Xiaoyao is the invincible existence of the younger generation in your eyes, what is it to break 

through the realm of the true god?" 

"Maybe he can sweep all the burial land Tianjiao, and even make the burial land upside down?" 

"Maybe, he is so powerful that he can kill the supreme of the burial ground!" 

Hua Yuanxiu's tone was yin and yang, and in the end, he couldn't help but sneer. 

"You...too much!" Jiang Chuhan got up, turned and left. 

Hua Yuanxiu's cynicism is really disgusting. 

Looking at Jiang Chuhan's leaving back, a gloomy color flashed across Hua Yuanxiu's face. 

"Since Jun Xiaoyao came, Chu Han has not treated me like he did before." 

Although Jiang Chuhan did not have any intimate behavior with Hua Yuanxiu before, his attitude 

towards him was not bad. 

And since Jun Xiaoyao came, and then defeated him with one move. 

Jiang Chuhan became more and more indifferent to Hua Yuanxiu. 

This made Hua Yuanxiu feel extremely upset. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, I hope you never go out of the burial ground. In this way, after the ancient world is over, 

the position of Young Master will still fall on me, and Chu Han will still marry me willingly." Hua Yuan 

Xiuguang Profound. 

The whole Jiang family was calm. 

The same calm, there is the Jun family. 

Although the outside world is full of rumors, it is said that Jun Xiaoyao has fallen on the burial ground. 

But the Jun family, no one would believe it. 

Their recognition and trust in Jun Xiaoyao will not be shaken by any rumors. 

Those followers of Jun Xiaoyao, Yi Yu, Yan Qingying and others, are also practicing and preparing for the 

ancient world. 

There are also the ten major sequences of the Jun family, who are also practicing in retreat, carefully 

preparing. 

The ancient world is a great opportunity. 



If you don't take advantage of this opportunity to grow up, when the emperor's road is opened, you will 

fall behind. 

This is a world of great competition, far more fierce than any previous era. 

At that time, ancient freaks, sleeping emperors, and heirs of ancient emperors will appear. 

The contemporary Tianjiao will be suppressed very ruthlessly. If there is no great opportunity, it will be 

difficult to compete with those evildoers. 

Of course, everyone can't help but think of Jun Xiaoyao. 

Among all the arrogances, he is the youngest. 

But even the ancient freaks were defeated by him. 

"If the son of the Jun family does not participate in the ancient world, then the myth of the invincibility 

of the younger generation may be shattered." 

"One step is wrong, one step is wrong, the son of the Jun family chose the path that shouldn't be the 

least." 

The atmosphere in the entire Huangtian Immortal Territory was not peaceful. 

After another two months, many illusions suddenly appeared in the sky over the entire three thousand 

states of the Wild Heaven and Immortal Territory. 

This illusion seems to be a small world full of immortals. 

There are plains, mountains, deserts, broken palaces, ancient forbidden areas, weird beasts, etc. 

This kind of scene, like a mirage, is extremely strange. 

"This is... the ancient mirage, a precursor to the opening of the ancient world!" 

Old antiques of many forces, looking up at the mirage in the sky, muttered to themselves. 

Before the opening of the ancient world, this kind of ancient mirage will appear. 

Within a few months, the entrance to the ancient world will definitely open. 

With the emergence of the ancient mirage, the entire wilderness and immortal realm is boiling. 

The young generations of Tianjiao are gearing up one by one, preparing to show their skills and seize 

great opportunities in the ancient world. 

Not to mention directly becoming a saint, at least one has to break above the true **** to be eligible to 

fight for the emperor's road. 

And with the immortal ancient world about to open, the heavenly arrogances and hidden talents hidden 

by the various forces are also present. 

There was a certain royal prince who cultivated the imperial Dao Dragon Qi, which stretched for 30,000 

miles and shocked many Daozhou around him. 



A saint of a certain terrifying great religion was born, compassionate and helpful to the world, attracting 

countless arrogant followers. 

Others saw a young man standing on the top of the ten thousand meters high peak, receiving the power 

of nine days of thunder and tempering his body. 

Someone recognized that it was the Tianjiao born in Lei Dishan Xuezang, who had controlled the 

incomplete Lei Di supernatural power. 

All in all, there are many horrible talents in all the major states. 

Obviously, they all joined the world for the opportunity of the ancient world. 

In addition, there was also news from the Taikoo royal family. 

The powerful Qilinzi from Qilin Ancient Cave seems to have begun to appear. 

Wherever he went, the purple energy was vast, surrounded by auspicious unicorn shadows, his aura was 

extremely strong, and he was called the top arrogant. 

On the side of Wanhuangling Mountain, someone saw the auspicious vision of the phoenix manifesting. 

Some people say that it is the phoenix and phoenix of Wanhuang Lingshan who are preparing to join the 

world. 

These two are far from the previous Huang Xuanyi and Feng Qingling. 

Huang Xuanyi and Feng Qingling are the outstanding talents of Wanhuang Lingshan. 

And Huangzi and Fengnv are the top talents cultivated by the core of Wanhuang Lingshan, and their 

status is different. 

Of course, at the same time, a more shocking news came out. 

In Hongzhou~www.mtlnovel.com~, the base camp of Zulong’s Nest, almost all the creatures in 

Hongzhou saw a very strange scene. 

Over the Ancestral Dragon's Nest, the sound of a trembling dragon chant suddenly sounded. 

Seven phantom ancestral dragons of different colors coiled in the sky. 

Although these seven dragons are all dragons, they are different. 

Among them are blue dragons, red dragons, white dragons, and black dragons. 

The seven dragons represent the power of seven attributes. If you look carefully, there is a shining 

dragon element in each ancestral dragon phantom! 

Finally, a figure broke through the barrier and shook the sky! 

Looking up to the sky and shouting, seven dragon yuan, Qi Qi was swallowed into his body! 

In an instant, the violent dragon gas boiled and overwhelmed the entire Hongzhou! 

The first generation of Taboo in Ancestral Dragon Nest, Long Aotian is out! 



Chapter 375: Long Aotian, son of destiny, whoever provokes me will die 

If you want to say that the most famous Tianjiao in Huangtian Xianyu today, Long Aotian is a name that 

will never go around. 

When Long Aotian was born, the phantom of Ancestral Dragon appeared, and the sky was auspicious. 

He is carrying the blood of Emperor Dragon, which is the noblest and purest dragon blood. 

All the creatures in the Zulong Nest believe that Long Aotian has the qualifications to become a holy 

ancestor. 

However, in fact, as expected by the Ancestral Dragon Nest powerhouse, Long Aotian did not 

disappoint. 

His talent is amazing. 

The challenge is as simple as drinking water and eating. 

The side of the domineering spirit has made countless contemporary talents willing to surrender. 

Many emperors and saints were also impressed by Long Aotian's heroic posture, admiring in their 

hearts, and sinking in their hearts. 

Not only that, but Long Aotian's luck was so good that it exploded. 

When Long Aotian entered the world, he once got a broken sword at a booth for the price of a source 

stone. 

But after Long Aotian baptized with his own blood, the tattered knife revealed its prototype. 

It turned out to be a dragon soul knife that contains the supreme dragon soul and has reached the 

supreme weapon level! 

After that, Long Aotian wandered around the secret realm, swept all directions, and searched for many 

chance treasures. 

Not only that, but the heroes saved the beauty in the secret territory and captured the hearts of the 

beautiful women. 

Bai Mei'er, the goddess of the Tianhu tribe, had fallen into a terrible battle, but was rescued by Long 

Aotian and fell in love with him hopelessly. 

In addition, Long Aotian participates in the auction, the best baby will always be obtained by him. 

Long Aotian is even proficient in alchemy, refining tools and so on. 

All in all, there is nothing Long Aotian would not know. 

He is so awesome! 

Later, in order to cultivate Long Aotian, Zulong's Nest gave Long Aotian seven attributes of Long Yuan. 

Since then, Long Aotian has been in retreat, refining seven dragon yuan. 
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It can be said that Long Aotian was the most popular Tianjiao in Huangtian Immortal Territory before Jun 

Xiaoyao became famous. 

Even many descendants of the ancient human race were crushed by Long Aotian. 

And now, Long Aotian finally finished refining and completely refining the seven dragon yuan, breaking 

the barrier. 

The eyes of the entire Hongzhou were focused on the Zulong Nest. 

Outside the Ancestral Dragon's Nest, densely packed, many figures emerged. 

It was the ancient royal families from all walks of life. After sensing the changes in the Ancestral Dragon 

Nest, they came to watch. 

They looked together, and finally saw the first generation of Ancestral Dragon's Nest who had been in 

retreat for a long time. 

Long Aotian is tall and straight, with a bee-like arms and waist, surrounded by endless dragon energy, 

full of vibes, showing off his first generation of heroism! 

His appearance is also very outstanding, with sword eyebrows in the temples, eyes like bright stars, nose 

like daring, yushu facing the wind, like a young dragon with a horse and a phoenix. 

All in all, if he is not handsome, I am sorry for his crazy and cool name. 

Of course, it was still worse than Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao is recognized by the immortal realm, the most handsome and beautiful boy, an immortal-

like character, and the cold white moonlight in the hearts of all girls. 

Even Long Aotian can only be second. 

But what surprised all creatures was not Long Aotian's face, but his cultivation. 

It has reached the virtual **** realm! 

This is already setting the record for the highest cultivation among the younger generation. 

At least it is the strongest cultivation base among the Tianjiao born now. 

"Even reaching the Void God Realm, this Long Aotian is too terrifying, right?" 

"It deserves to be the first generation of taboos cultivated by the core of the Ancestral Dragon Nest. The 

blood of the Emperor Dragon plus the seven dragon yuan, the Long Ao Tian Niu is the top! 

The various royal creatures outside the Ancestral Dragon's Nest were all amazed. 

Some young Tianjiao of the Taikoo royal family felt even more ashamed. 

Compared with Long Aotian, they were simply scum. 

No, it's worse than scum. 

Feeling the gaze of many eyes from the outside, Long Aotian himself was quite calm. 



But the arc of the corner of his mouth still showed his heart. 

This feeling of being aloof and being watched by millions of people is really cool! 

"The refining of seven dragon essences allowed me to break through to the Void God Realm, but it was 

not enough. In the Immortal Ancient World, my Long Aotian will break through to the Heaven God 

Realm!" 

Long Aotian raised his head, looking at the sky, the ancient mirage vision, with ambition in his heart. 

The Void God Realm is the first stage of the ninth stage of Tongsheng. 

After stepping on the ninth stage of Tongsheng, it is extremely difficult to break through a realm. 

But in Long Aotian's mouth, breaking through the realm didn't seem to be a big deal. 

"Aotian, you are finally out!" 

A group of powerful ancestors in the Dragon Nest appeared, each with great pressure, but the gaze 

looking at Long Aotian was relieved. 

The Ancestral Dragon’s Nest was pressed for too long, and it was too miserable. 

Even the ancient freak Princess Long Ji was defeated by Jun Xiaoyao. 

Their Ancestral Dragon Nest urgently needs a powerful descendant of Tianjiao to restore their 

reputation. 

There is no doubt that Long Aotian is the best candidate. 

Long Bi Chi, wearing soft blue armor, also appeared. 

"Congratulations to Brother Aotian for refining seven dragon yuans, his supernatural power is 

accomplished!" Long Bichi's eyes showed admiration and worship. 

It is very difficult for the ordinary Dragon Clan Tianjiao to refine a dragon yuan. 

Even if it was Long Bichi, only two were refined, and they were all ordinary Long Yuan. 

But Long Aotian had refined seven dragon essences in one breath, and it was still a dragon essence with 

more powerful energy. 

This is the ability of Long Aotian Emperor's Dragon Blood, and his talent even exceeds some ancient 

freaks. 

After the early defeat in the hands of Jun Xiaoyao, Long Bichi's heart was covered in dust, and the only 

sustenance in his heart was Long Aotian. 

Only Long Aotian is qualified to contend and even defeat Jun Xiaoyao! 

"Elders, and Bi Chi, you are here, by the way, where is my brother Haotian?" Long Aotian looked around, 

but did not see his brother Long Haotian. 



"This... Aotian, there are some things, because you are concentrating on retreat, so we didn't tell you, 

let me tell you now." 

An elder Ancestral Dragon Nest sighed. 

When Long Aotian was in retreat before, no one was bothering him, let alone passing news. 

Therefore, during the retreat, Long Aotian knew nothing about the outside world. 

After that, the elders of Zulong's Nest told Long Aotian about a series of things that had happened 

before. 

Including his brother Long Haotian was killed by Jun Xiaoyao, and Princess Longji broke the seal and was 

defeated by Jun Xiaoyao later. 

After listening to these things, Long Aotian's face was very cold. 

A terrifying killing intent spread out, making the void freeze. 

"My younger brother, died in the hands of that prince's son?" Long Aotian's face was 

cold~www.mtlnovel.com~ a cold and sharp light flashed in the golden dragon eyes. 

"Aotian, calm down, with your strength, you will definitely have a chance to defeat Jun Xiaoyao in the 

future." said the elder Zulong's Nest. 

"Defeat? Haha, if it's just defeated, how can I avenge Haotian, and how can I vent my anger?" Long Ao's 

weather was restless, and seven ancestral dragons phantom entangled all around him. 

The terrible breath poured everywhere. 

"Aotian, don't be impulsive, don't underestimate the enemy, that Jun Xiaoyao can defeat even the 

ancient freaks, it's not that simple." The elder Zulong's Nest warned. 

He was afraid that Long Aotian would suffer from underestimating the enemy. 

After all, Long Aotian has always been smooth, and has never encountered a failure. 

"Don't worry, I won't make such low-level mistakes, but I don't think that Jun Xiaoyao can threaten me." 

"This great world is dominated by my Long Aotian, and anyone who provokes me will die!" 

Chapter 376: Heavenly fox goddess, Bai Mei'er, and Shuanglong meet 

Long Aotian's words spread all over the sky and underground, shaking in all directions. 

Outside the Ancestral Dragon's Nest, many of the Primordial Royal Family took a deep breath. 

It is indeed the first generation of Taboo in Zulong's Nest, this tone is really big. 

Even if the opponent is the famous Jun Xiaoyao, Long Aotian dare to say that anyone who provokes him 

will die. 

Doesn't this mean that Long Aotian has the confidence to kill Jun Xiaoyao? 

"Interesting, the son of the Jun family, the first generation of the Zulong Nest." 
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"A man with a desolate ancient body, a supreme bone." 

"One who has the blood of an emperor dragon and seven dragon yuan." 

"If the two people meet, what kind of conflict will occur, and who will win or lose?" 

Many surrounding creatures are thinking to themselves. 

But because they are all Primordial creatures, they still hope that Long Aotian can win. 

"Before the ancient world opens, I'm going to Princess Longji." Long Aotian said. 

"That's right, when the ancient world opens, you can also take care of each other." The elder Ancestral 

Dragon Nest laughed. 

There was a prophecy in the Ancestral Dragon Nest before that the Ssangyong was born and the 

Ancestral Dragon would be prosperous. 

The Ssangyong in the prophecy naturally refers to Long Aotian and Princess Longji. 

If the two of them can work together, it might really be possible to kill Jun Xiaoyao. 

However, at this moment, Long Aotian had another thought in his mind. 

"Princess Longji, in terms of identity, status, talent, and strength, she is also qualified to be my woman, 

and can be the main palace." 

As the protagonist of the destiny, the son of luck, Long Aotian's vision of women is naturally very high. 

And he can't have only one woman. 

The harem palace must be opened, and the horse must be used for breeding. 

However, Long Aotian was only ambiguous about the women who were at his fingertips, and did not 

intend to give them any status. 

And Princess Longji, with a high status and status, is enough to be his palace and assist him in his 

dominance. 

After that, Long Aotian went directly to Princess Longji. 

The news of Long Aotian's departure also spread to other corners of Xianyu as if it had spread its wings. 

This caused a major earthquake. 

On the eve of the opening of Immortal Ancient World, Long Aotian just left the pass, making it clear that 

he was going to overpower all the arrogances in Immortal Ancient World and win the top spot. 

A beautiful young man with purple clothes and purple hair stood between the hills where the purple air 

was soaking up. 

"Long Aotian actually left the customs. It's interesting. It seems that this time in the ancient world, my 

primordial royal family will overwhelm a lot of wild ancient families." 



The handsome young man with purple hair muttered to himself, his skin has fine purple scales, and two 

purple-gold unicorn horns grow on his forehead. 

It is the top arrogant Qilin Ancient Cave, Qilinzi. 

On the other side, deep in the Ten Thousand Phoenix Spirit Mountain, a fiery red sun sank in it. 

A closer look reveals a vague figure with wings on the back. 

"Long Aotian is out, it seems that the ancient world will be more exciting, but... will Jun Xiaoyao come?" 

This whispering figure is the Huangzi of Wanhuang Lingshan, Huang Tiange! 

He is not afraid of any immortal heirs, the family's arrogant, but only the emperor Xiaoyao. 

At the same time, in a certain state, in an ancient cave. 

A beautiful shadow broke out. 

It was a woman in a pink dress, with a delicate and charming appearance, beautiful peach eyes, and her 

eyes flowed around, which was charming and attractive. 

The figure is also good, with charming curves. 

The most striking thing is that there are six fox tails behind its hips, which are fluffy and very soft. 

This woman is the goddess of the Tianhu tribe, Bai Meier. 

The Tianhu family is rumored to have the blood of the ancient nine-tailed monster fox. 

The nine-tailed demon fox is the strongest immortal royal family, not in the wild and immortal domain, 

but in other immortal domains. 

Although the Sky Fox Clan is not the Primordial Royal Clan, it is the top Primal Royal Clan, which is 

comparable to the nine-headed lion clan and the Golden Winged Dapeng clan. 

"Gong Ying Tiannv exits!" 

Several maids of the Tianhu clan stepped forward respectfully. 

"The Nujia feels the breath of Brother Aotian, and he has also left the customs." 

Bai Mei'er has a peach heart in her eyes, a pair of jade hands covering her cheeks, her eyes are full of 

fanatical worship and idiots. 

There is even a feeling of illness. 

The maid of the Tianhu clan who saw this scene was also used to it. 

After all, at the beginning, Bai Mei'er was trapped in a secret battle. 

At the time of despair, it was Long Aotian who appeared and came to the world like the true emperor, 

and rescued her. 

That formidable strength, tall and heroic posture, and an evil smile, completely conquered Bai Mei'er. 



From then on, Bai Meier was crazy in love with Long Aotian. 

But because at that time, Bai Mei'er wanted to practice the special techniques of the Tianhu clan and 

couldn't be a child, so she didn't have any closeness with Long Aotian. 

But now that she has just completed her practice, she is considered free. 

The next step is to find Long Aotian. 

"By the way, what else happened during my retreat?" Bai Meier asked casually. 

The time she spent in retreat was actually not much different from Long Aotian. 

Therefore, she is completely unclear about Jun Xiaoyao. 

The maid of the Tianhu tribe told a series of things that had happened. 

"What, Brother Aotian's younger brother was killed by that prince's son?" Bai Meier's face was cold. 

Long Aotian's enemy is her enemy. 

"You said that the king's son can surpass Aotian brother in appearance, talent, and strength. How is that 

possible? Aotian brother is the most perfect man." 

Bai Mei'er was noncommittal when she heard some comments about Jun Xiaoyao by the maids of the 

Tianhu clan. 

The Tianhu tribe is a race that looks at both face and strength. 

The strong, they like it. 

They prefer the handsome and strong. 

Long Aotian perfectly fits the aesthetics of the Tianhu tribe. 

Coupled with the heroes saving the beauty, Bai Meier naturally fell into the trap. 

As for Jun Xiaoyao, she didn't understand, didn't care, and was not interested. 

What banished immortal, beautiful appearance, sounds like an exaggerated rumors. 

How could anyone in this world be so handsome? 

Anyway, Bai Meier didn't believe it. 

"When the ancient world opens, the slave family must help Aotian brother well." Bai Meier's eyes were 

obsessed, and she giggled. 

On the other side, Long Aotian also came to a mountain range. 

The golden dragon palace, suspended above the mountains, is magnificent. 

Long Aotian stepped in directly. 



In the Dragon Palace, a peerless shadow was leaning on the dragon seat, as if it had been expected that 

Long Aotian would come. 

The Ssangyong prophesied in the Ancestral Dragon Nest finally met. 

Looking at Long Aotian's eyes, a stunning color flashed through his golden pupils. 

Even though he read countless women, he was still amazed at the moment, the woman in front of him 

was so noble and beautiful. 

Princess Longji is dressed in a fairy dress, leaning lazily on the golden dragon seat. 

The green silk is like a waterfall, pouring down, and the palace is decorated with fairy skirts, not staining 

dust. 

The peaks are full, and the waist is slender. 

A pair of delicate porcelain-like slender legs overlapped, barefoot and snow-white, as pleasing as a work 

of art. 

At this moment, Princess Longji has no longer been embarrassed in the battle with Jun Xiaoyao, and has 

restored her lofty arrogance. 

At the same time, her breath has risen a lot, and it seems unfathomable, far from comparable to before. 

But her mind ~www.mtlnovel.com~ is still full of Jun Xiaoyao's shadow. 

The shame of losing to Jun Xiaoyao is deeply in her heart. 

Especially Jun Xiaoyao stepped on her chest and said that you are only worthy of being a mount, and it is 

a shame that Princess Longji can't erase. 

As for Long Aotian, after seeing Princess Longji, he had already decided in his heart. 

Princess Longji will be his main palace. 

As for Princess Longji's willingness, Long Aotian didn't care. 

The woman he wants is not unavailable. 

Besides, he and Princess Longji are also the best match. 

If Long Aotian learns, in his mind the Zheng Gong Liang match, in the eyes of Jun Xiaoyao, he is only 

worthy of being a mount. 

I wonder what Long Aotian feels in his heart? 

Chapter 377: Long Aotian's arrogance, the Emperor Wang's exit! 

"You are the first generation of Taboo in Zulong's Nest, the most outstanding Tianjiao of our time, Long 

Aotian?" 

Princess Longji was lazy, leaning on the golden dragon seat, looking at Long Aotian with her beautiful 

eyes. 
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There was also a ray of surprise in his eyes. 

Long Aotian's talent strength indeed exceeded her expectations, which surprised her a bit. 

Especially the power of blood in Long Aotian's body, even her noble descendant of the ancient empress, 

was surprised. 

"Is that the blood of the emperor dragon in the rumor?" Princess Longji murmured. 

The blood of the emperor dragon is one of the strongest bloodlines of the dragon clan. 

This shows how powerful the blood of Emperor Dragon is. 

Even in the time of Princess Longji, the Ancestral Dragon Nest had never seen a Tianjiao with the blood 

of Emperor Dragon. 

"Princess Longji, as expected, as the rumors, the majestic style, the beauty crowned the world." Long 

Aotian's mouth provoked a curve, his eyes did not hide, staring straight at Princess Longji. 

That kind of fiery and aggressiveness, without any cover, is very straightforward. 

Feeling the aggressive gaze, Princess Longji frowned slightly. 

She doesn't like this feeling. 

There is no man who can conquer a strong woman like her. 

"What are you looking for, do you want to cooperate in the ancient world?" Princess Longji asked. 

Since Long Aotian broke through at this time, he naturally wanted to get a great opportunity in the 

ancient world. 

And Princess Longji had also heard that Longao's weather was so lucky. 

In the Immortal Ancient World, he might really be able to get a chance. 

"No, that's secondary. I'm here this time mainly for you." Long Aotian smiled. 

"What do you mean?" Princess Longji's jade finger tapped on the armrest of the dragon seat. 

"Be my Long Aotian's woman!" Long Aotian said frankly. 

"Are you kidding?" Princess Longji frowned further. 

Although Long Aotian is strong and talented, it would be too arrogant to be his woman when he speaks. 

As everyone knows, this is Long Aotian's personality routine. 

The woman I like will definitely be mine. 

"Princess Longji, stay with me. When I become the Dragon King of Ten Thousand Races in the future, 

you will be my queen. We will rule this era together!" 

Long Aotian's tone was extremely arrogant. 



At this time, even Princess Longji was a little surprised. 

She felt that Long Aotian had shut his mind in retreat. 

This is no longer self-confidence, but complete conceit. 

"The tone is crazy, but this palace advises you, don't look at the masters, don't care about the others, 

can you beat just a Jun Xiaoyao?" Princess Longji said coldly. 

Jun Xiaoyao is a big mountain on top of all Tianjiao in this era. 

If this mountain can't pass, don't talk about reigning over the world and suppressing the times. 

However, when he heard this, Long Aotian's face became gloomy. 

A terrifying killing intent spread out. 

"Hmph, that Jun Xiaoyao killed my brother, and sooner or later I will find him to settle accounts, but 

now, he may be in trouble in the Eternal Burial Ground, and may not even be able to come to the 

ancient world." Long Aotian snorted coldly. 

Long Aotian was conceited, he was not afraid of Jun Xiaoyao. 

If Jun Xiaoyao missed the opportunity of the ancient world, Long Aotian would not be afraid. 

Because he missed this opportunity, Jun Xiaoyao would be far behind him. 

"I advise you to curb your arrogance, no matter how cautious you are with Jun Xiaoyao," Princess Long Ji 

shook her head lightly. 

Once upon a time, she was as arrogant as Long Aotian at the moment, thinking that she could sweep the 

younger generation. 

As a result, Jun Xiaoyao directly taught her how to be a human being. 

Of course, the current princess Longji has refined a drop of blood from the ancient Canglong Emperor, 

and her strength has undergone transformation. 

If she meets Jun Xiaoyao again, she will definitely wash away her previous humiliation. 

"Princess Longji, I will prove it to you. When that happens, you will be willing to be my woman." 

The corner of Long Aotian's mouth crooked, the evil spirit smiled, and after a glance at Princess Long Ji, 

he turned around and left. 

That gesture, don't mention too much anger. 

Princess Longji showed a touch of disgust in her eyes. 

"He is also a talented person, why is the xinxing so far from Jun Xiaoyao?" Princess Longji shook her 

head slightly. 

Although she and Jun Xiaoyao also have grudges. 



But I have to admit that Jun Xiaoyao's temperament is indeed impeccable, not comparable to other 

Tianjiao. 

Although Long Aotian's talent strength is directly chasing Jun Xiaoyao. 

But his character is horrible, arrogant and arrogant, like a three-year-old child. 

Can such a person defeat Jun Xiaoyao? 

Princess Longji is not optimistic. 

The birth of Long Aotian can be said to have shaken the entire three thousand states. 

Especially before this ancient world was born. 

Obviously, Long Aotian wanted to sweep all over the ancient world and get the greatest opportunity. 

"Tsk tusk, even Long Aotian was born, and now some of the ancient human races who are opposed to 

the Primordial Royal Family are going to be uncomfortable, right?" 

"Yes, the son of the Jun family has not returned from the burial ground of the eternity, I don't know the 

situation." 

"This Immortal Ancient World, I am afraid it will be detrimental to the Jun Family and Jiang Family's 

Tianjiao." 

Just when many people were talking about Long Aotian. 

Another breaking news came again from the northern region of the Wild Heaven Immortal Territory. 

The Emperor of the Wang Family was also preparing to leave the customs and seize this opportunity of 

the ancient world. 

The news came out, once again shocking the Quartet. 

In terms of fame, Wang Jiashao Emperor Wang Teng is not inferior to Long Aotian. 

Is the world of Tianjiao contending for hegemony finally coming? 

At this moment, the Wang Family of the North Land, inside the cliff full of fairy spirit. 

A middle-aged man in a purple python robe came here. 

It is Wang Yuanba, the head of the Wang family, the quasi-extreme powerhouse. 

At this time, inside the cliff, a figure walked out. 

His body is shrouded in radiance, and the heavens and the earth are all disturbed by him. 

Surrounded by the four great auspicious spirits, the true dragon is flying in the sky, the phoenix is 

screaming, the unicorn is stepping on the sea, and the Xuanwu Camel Mountain. 

This kind of scene is very shocking. It sets off the land of Wang Teng, as if the emperor goes out and the 

emperor star comes to the world. 



No wonder Wang Yuanba would tout his son outside every day. 

This Wang Teng does have something. 

"father……" 

The brilliance dissipated, and a young man with a long and phoenix appearance showed his figure. 

The skin is like jade, it contains sacred light, and the whole person has a kind of breath protected by 

heaven. 

On Qi Luck~www.mtlnovel.com~ Young Emperor Teng is no weaker than Long Aotian. 

And his cultivation base is also a virtual **** realm. 

"Ok...well, my son really has the appearance of a great emperor, you can't prove the emperor, who can 

prove the emperor?" Wang Yuanba laughed, proud of Wang Teng. 

"Father, this Immortal Ancient World will be my springboard, and I have a foreboding that in Immortal 

Ancient World, there may be an opportunity to go against the sky." Wang Teng's eyes were brilliant. 

He has been very lucky from stupid, and fell into the lake casually to get the golden chariot treasure. 

Just enter a mountain range and get the golden holy sword. 

All in all, Wang Teng is very sensitive to all kinds of opportunities. 

He also had a foreboding that in the Immortal Ancient World, there might be a great opportunity to 

change fate. 

"Will it be one of the seven incredible things in Xianyu?" Wang Teng murmured. 

Chapter 378: The fairy ancient world will finally open, and Jun Xiaoyao will fall to others... 

"Haha, Teng'er, I believe you for my father, I will be able to beat the heroes in the ancient world." Wang 

Yuanba said with satisfaction. 

"Then Jun Xiaoyao, hasn't come back yet?" Wang Teng said indifferently. 

"I haven't come back, but looking at the reactions of the Jun family and the Jiang family, that kid 

shouldn't die yet, maybe he's trapped in the burial ground." 

When he mentioned Jun Xiaoyao, Wang Yuanba's face went cold. 

In the Jiang family before, Jun Xiaoyao was rude and directly destroyed Wang Teng's spiritual body. 

Although it was only a spiritual body, it also had a slight impact on Wang Teng's reputation. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, it's really not that simple, but Haier is confident that he can suppress him. Not only Jun 

Xiaoyao, Long Aotian, and the reincarnation of the Ye Family Sword Demon, Haier will suppress him all." 

Wang Teng's tone was aloof, high above. 

This is an invincible spirit that is naturally cultivated. 
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"Very well, this is the attitude that my Wang Family Young Emperor should have. As for Jun Xiaoyao, 

don't care about him. Even if he can come back, he has already missed the opportunity, and he may not 

be able to bring back the Nine Wonders of Reincarnation Immortal Grass." Wang Yuan Domineering 

smiled. 

How could it be so easy to find the Nine Wonders of Reincarnation Immortal Grass. 

"At that time, the Jiang family won't get the Nine Wonders of Reincarnation Undead Grass. It is 

definitely impossible to watch Jiang Daoxu fall, so in the end, the Jiang family will still ask our Wang 

family." Wang Yuanba continued. 

"Well, Haier really needs that Jiang Shengyi's innate womb to realize the transformation and sublimation 

of her own strength. In the ancient world, Haier will definitely conquer her." Wang Tengyu's momentum 

is sure to win. 

Women like strong men. 

As long as he is stronger than Jun Xiaoyao, is he still afraid that he will not be able to conquer Jiang 

Shengyi? 

When the time comes, Wang Teng will achieve the ultimate transformation when he has a congenital 

fetus. 

No one can stop his path of preaching! 

Following the Dragon Nest Taboo, the first generation Long Aotian, and Wang Jiashao Emperor Teng, 

appeared one after another. 

The entire creatures of the Wild Heaven and Immortal Territory had a foreboding that the heavenly 

arrogant contenders, and the great world of kings contending for hegemony finally arrived. 

"These two have appeared one after another. Will the Ye Family's Sword Demon reincarnate?" 

The eyes of many immortal creatures were cast on the Ye Family. 

As one of the three imperial families, the Ye family had been low-key during this period of time, and no 

news came out. 

The only news that came out before was that the Ye Family Star King Body, Ye Xingyun, had fallen to the 

lower realm. 

It can be said that Huang Gu Ye Family has no sense of existence. 

But this does not mean that Huanggu Ye family is weak, but they are low-key. 

After all, a sword demon reincarnated as Ye Guchen, enough to attract the attention of all parties. 

But what is surprising is that the ancient world is about to open, and the Ye Family's sword demon 

reincarnates, there is actually no news of leaving. 

Ye family, on a lonely mountain standing thousands of feet. 

The sword demon reincarnated, Ye Guchen, as if sitting cross-legged forever. 



Obviously it was a young Qingjun's face, but there was a little bit of vicissitudes in his bottomless eyes. 

In front of him, the Emperor Killing Sword, which was stained with the blood of the emperor, was still 

inserted diagonally without being pulled out. 

He raised his hand and looked at the ancient mirage in the sky without saying a word. 

Outside the Lonely Peak, an old Ye Family from the Great Sacred Realm respectfully arched his hands 

and said, "Senior Ye, the immortal ancient world will open, won't you enter?" 

Although the reincarnation of the Ye Family Sword Demon was a young generation's arrogant, it was 

because of his identity as the reincarnation of the Primordial Sword Demon. 

Therefore, even if the Ye family is old, they are also called seniors. 

"The time has not arrived, the king does not see the king..." Ye Guchen closed his eyes. 

He was not prepared to participate in the battle for the ancient world, nor was he prepared to meet Jun 

Xiaoyao. 

"This..." The elder of the Great Sage Realm originally wanted to advise. 

But thinking of Ye Guchen's reincarnation identity. 

Even if there is no chance in the ancient world, Ye Guchen will not fall behind. 

Afterwards, the Ye family passed away. 

"In a world of great controversy, the arrogance of the heavens will rise together, and the kings will fight 

for hegemony, and the world will change." 

"The old Sword Demon Ye Guchen is dead, I will cut off the past and reshape my true self!" 

With one hand, Ye Guchen suddenly patted his forehead. 

The soul is shattering a little bit. 

In the past, a little bit of peeling. 

But it is conceivable that if Ye Guchen really let Ye Guchen cut off the past and reshaped the true self. 

Then how terrifying will his natural strength reach? 

No one can know. 

In addition, Ye Guchen's previous life was the Primordial Sword Demon who had once slashed the 

Emperor Zhun, even if he didn't cut off the past, he was enough to stand on the top. 

This kind of courage to cut through the past is not something everyone has. 

Because it is very likely that he will fall into a situation where he will never recover, and even the natural 

advantage of the original reincarnation will be lost. 

But as long as it succeeds, Ye Guchen will become a taboo. 



A taboo that broke the limit of Tianjiao! 

At that time, he will also become Jun Xiaoyao's biggest opponent! 

The news that the Ye Family Sword Demon would not be able to pass through the reincarnation 

gradually spread. 

Everyone felt surprised that Ye Guchen gave up on such a great opportunity. 

Of course, no one criticized anything, after all, Jun Xiaoyao did not come back. 

With talent and background, you can be willful. 

With the passage of time, the entire sky over the Wild Heaven and Immortal Territory has become more 

and more clear. 

The day when the fairy ancient world was completely opened was getting closer and closer. 

All the creatures of Huangtian Immortal Territory are looking forward to it. 

As for other immortal realms, there will not be Tianjiao coming to participate in the ancient world. 

Because in the Nine Heavens Immortal Territory, every Immortal Territory has an opportunity equal to 

the Immortal Ancient World, and it will manifest before the opening of the Emperor Road. 

Therefore, there is no need for other Tianjiao from the Immortal Territory to come to Huangtian 

Immortal Territory to participate in the Immortal Ancient World Hegemony. 

Finally, at a certain moment, flowers suddenly bloomed over the entire Wild Heaven and Immortal 

Realm. 

That is not an ordinary flower, but a flower of space, and a passage into the ancient world. 

Three thousand space flowers bloom in three thousand states. 

All young Tianjiao whose realm is within a certain range can enter it at will. 

Of course, if the strength is too high, it will be repelled by the flower of space and cannot enter. 

"Finally opened, this world, I will be in charge!" 

In the Ancestral Dragon Nest, Long Aotian rose into the sky, and the seven phantom shadows of 

Ancestral Dragons carried with him, and his aura was extremely strong. 

Behind him, Long Bichi and other Ancestral Dragon Nest Tianjiao followed closely behind, showing the 

color of worship. 

In the Golden Dragon Palace, Princess Longji's shadow flashed, and she was also the flower of space. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, if you don't come, this palace will be disappointed!" Princess Longji murmured. 

On the other side, the Tianhu clan resides. 

"Brother Aotian, Immortal Ancient World, the slave family is coming to you." Bai Meier's eyes were full 

of joy, her waist twisted, and the six fox tails behind her **** flung away. 



Northland King's House. 

Wang Teng, like the emperor of heaven, was born, stepping into the flower of space. 

His younger brother Wang Gang, as well as the princes of the Wang family, also set off together. 

Although in the end, they will randomly land in every corner of the ancient world, but they will 

eventually meet. 

And Jiang's ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Jiang Shengyi, Jiang Luoli, Jiang Chuhan, Jiang Xuling, Hua Yuanxiu and 

other Tianjiao also set off. 

"Brother Xiaoyao hasn't appeared yet?" Jiang Luoli showed disappointment with big eyes. 

Jiang Shengyi didn't say a word, glanced at the direction of the Eternal Burial Ground, his eyes were 

melancholy. 

There are also the Ten Major Sequences of the Jun Family, Wang Chuan, Yi Yu, Yan Qingying, the saint 

son of Reincarnation Demon Sect, also set off. 

In addition, Tianjiao of immortal forces such as Wanhuangling Mountain, Qilin Ancient Cave, Demon 

God Palace, Fallen God Palace, etc., also set off at the same time. 

There are also countless top forces, second-rate forces, and third-rate forces of Tianjiao who are 

unwilling to remain silent and are willing to fight for a future with their lives. 

All in all, this is a feast for the arrogance of the 3,000 states that swept across the wilderness! 

However, one of the most dazzling figures was missing in this arrogant feast. 

Jun Xiaoyao, missed the opportunity to open the ancient world! 

Will he fall behind? 

Chapter 379: The sting dragon has fallen asleep, 1 roar moves 0 mountain! 

The immortal ancient world opens, three thousand spatial flowers bloom in three thousand states, 

attracting countless Tianjiao to enter. 

The stage for hegemony has been set up, and the curtain has been opened. 

The next thing is to see who can have the last laugh on stage. 

For the ancient world, many forces have an unwritten rule. 

In the ancient world, there is no fear of killing. 

Even if his Tianjiao was killed, he could only break his teeth and swallow in his stomach. 

Therefore, for all the participating Tianjiao, the Immortal Ancient World is not only a place of 

opportunity, but also a place where bones are buried. 

As Zhongtianjiao entered the Immortal Ancient World, the dusty world became lively. 
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The Immortal World is not located in three thousand states, but an independent space, separated from 

the immortal domain since a long time ago, and then passed down. 

Therefore, many of the opportunities are very old and have great value for contemporary Tianjiao. 

At least it is possible for them to catch up with the ancient freaks. 

After entering the ancient world, Tianjiao from all sides was frantically searching for opportunities. 

They had only one goal early. 

It is a breakthrough, a breakthrough, and a breakthrough. 

If you want to make a name for yourself in the Dilu in the future, you will at least get the True God 

Realm. 

Those ancient freaks are okay, but the contemporary Tianjiao state is a bit short. 

So they urgently need to find opportunities to break through. 

While looking for opportunities, of course, many arrogances will fall, which is inevitable. 

One will succeed. 

A Tianjiao's successful breakthrough means that hundreds of Tianjiao have become nameless withered 

bones. 

And at the same time, in the sky over the Wild Heaven Immortal Domain. 

People from many forces gathered. 

An extremely huge mirror suspended above the sky. 

Various scenes were reflected in it. 

This is the mirror of the ancient immortal, capable of reflecting all kinds of scenes in the ancient world. 

Although the powerhouses of all races cannot enter the ancient world, they can use the mirror of the 

ancient ancient to investigate the situation of their descendants in the ancient world. 

At this moment, the mirror of the ancient immortal is densely packed with dozens of millions of 

creatures. 

These are the heads of countless forces, sect masters, leaders, clan elders, etc. 

There are many immortal creatures who come to see the excitement. 

It can be said to be very lively. 

The area closest to the mirror of the ancient immortal is occupied by the powerful immortal forces of all 

parties. 

Among them, the Jun family surprisingly occupies the area closest to the mirror of the ancient immortal. 

Jun Zhantian and other clan elders are here. 



In the other direction of the mirror of the ancient immortals, it is the area where the great ancient royal 

clans are located. 

At this moment, the powerhouses of the royal family, such as the Ancestral Dragon Nest, Wanhuang 

Lingshan, and Qilin Ancient Cave, looked at the Jun's house with a smile on their faces. 

Jun Xiaoyao never showed up to participate in the ancient world. 

This can be said to give the Primordial Royal Family Tianjiao an opportunity for wretched development, 

at least not to worry about being targeted by Jun Xiaoyao. 

On the other side, the Royal Family of the North also occupies an area. 

Wang Yuanba, the lord of the Wang family, suddenly smiled and said: "The king's son is also impulsive 

and dared to enter the eternal burial ground alone. Although it may not be lost, it is difficult to come." 

Wang Yuanba's tone was faintly gloating. 

Jun Xiaoyao is known as Wang Teng's biggest competitor. 

Now that Jun Xiaoyao can't come, Wang Teng will get the opportunity to become stronger. 

Under this situation, it may not be long before Wang Teng can completely leave Jun Xiaoyao behind. 

No wonder Wang Yuanba was so gloating. 

"Hmph, my grandson has the posture of a great emperor, in fact, that **** in your family is 

comparable." Jun Zhantian said coldly. 

"Hehe, my son, Wang Teng, has the appearance of a great emperor, and he will surely prove that he will 

become an emperor in the future." 

Hearing the words of these two people, the surrounding group of immortal powers were speechless. 

How do you feel that everyone is now a great emperor? 

But this kind of quarrel obviously doesn't make much sense. 

Now everyone is concerned about the situation in the ancient world. 

All Tianjiao who entered the Immortal Ancient World were randomly teleported to different areas. 

A small number of unlucky Tianjiao were directly teleported to certain Jedi, among the remnant 

formations, they died as soon as they fell. 

There are also many Tianjiao who are extremely lucky, and they have directly landed in some places of 

chance. 

For example, Long Aotian, when he fell in the ancient world, he found a dragon scale fruit tree next to 

him, which was full of dragon scale fruits. 

This kind of fruit is extremely helpful to the Dragon Clan's cultivation. Although the effect does not reach 

the level of the elixir, it is not much weaker. 



"Haha, this life's destiny really lies with me!" Long Aotian smiled up to the sky and directly took the 

opportunity. 

"The next step is to look for opportunities to break through, conquer Princess Longji, and then proceed 

with that plan." Long Aotian's eyes narrowed slightly. 

The ancient royal family such as the Ancestral Dragon Nest, Wanhuang Lingshan, and Qilin Ancient Cave. 

Secretly teamed up with a careful plan. 

If this plan is implemented, it will definitely be an extremely painful blow to the younger generation of 

the Jun family. 

On the other side, Wang Teng was also lucky. As soon as he fell into the ancient world, he found a good 

opportunity. 

"That Jun Xiaoyao didn't come, nor did the Ye Family Sword Demon reincarnate. It seems that except for 

a few people like Long Aotian, only those ancient freaks sleeping in the ancient world are worthy of my 

opponent. "Wang Teng muttered to himself. 

He walked across the sky, like the emperor of heaven patrolling the world, surrounded by four spirits. 

Some Tianjiao nearby were shocked to see Wang Teng's appearance of a king and did not dare to 

approach. 

In addition, the other descendants of the major immortal forces, except for some unlucky ghosts, most 

of them landed safely and began to look for their own opportunities. 

The battle for hegemony in the ancient world has officially begun. 

time flies. 

In an instant, several months passed. 

In the past few months, shocking news came out from time to time in the ancient world. 

A certain immortal force Tianjiao died tragically in a secret territory. 

Or a certain preacher of a great sect was swallowed by a heavenly **** realm flood dragon. 

All in all, the immortal ancient world contains great dangers. In the past few months, thousands of 

Tianjiao have fallen into it. 

Of course, there are also some shocking news. 

For example, Long Aotian, Wang Teng and others, after finding a few great opportunities, broke through 

to the realm of true gods. 

There are other contemporary Tianjiao, even if they haven't broken through to the true **** realm, 

they have already reached the virtual **** realm. 

Because the aura of the entire Immortal Ancient World is far from comparable to Immortal Domain. 

So in this one, it is easier to break through. 



The contemporary Tianjiao of Xianyu has grown up rapidly like a hormone. 

In such a situation where everyone has broken through the realm, some people also think of Jun 

Xiaoyao who has never come. 

"I remember that when Jun Xiaoyao entered the Burial Ground of Eternity, he was only a prince of the 

Heavenly Transcendent Realm, right?" 

"Indeed, and the eternal burial ground is not suitable for our immortal realms to practice, so even if Jun 

Xiaoyao is still alive, it is impossible to make progress in the burial ground." 

"If Jun Xiaoyao comes back and finds that Tianjiao, who was once left behind by him, has surpassed him 

one by one now, I don't know how I feel?" 

"It's probably going to be very lost, the times have changed..." 

Some forces that are hostile to Jun Xiaoyao~www.mtlnovel.com~ are all talking with a smile. 

Some of the elders of the Jun family were also very cold. 

But they still have confidence in Jun Xiaoyao. 

Time passed like this, half a year later. 

It has been a full year since Li Jun Xiaoyao entered the burial ground of eternity. 

And on this day, the cemetery of all souls in the funeral world, sentient beings reincarnation pool. 

Jun Xiaoyao, who had been sitting cross-legged for a long time, finally opened his eyes! 

Suddenly, the horrible breath made the sky shake! 

Like the king of gods, the **** of war is here! 

The sting dragon has fallen asleep, shaking the mountains with a whistle! 

Chapter 380: Crazy breakthrough, great perfection in the true spirit, Jun Xiaoyao returns! 

In the burial world, sentient beings reincarnate in the pool. 

There was no energy in the pool, all the energy was absorbed and refined by Jun Xiaoyao. 

This is scary. 

After all, the reincarnation pool of sentient beings was built by the great terror in the depths of the 

burial world, and seemed to be used in a certain plan. 

As a result, it's all cheaper now, Jun Xiaoyao. 

The energy of the entire reincarnation pool is so powerful. 

Even the strong saints can take this to absorb refining and break through. 

Let alone Jun Xiaoyao. 
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At this moment, the space around Jun Xiaoyao was shaking. 

Vaguely, runes filled with Taoist rhyme, faintly appearing around Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao's breath is extremely terrifying, and it is simply not the same as before. 

"True Divine Realm Great Perfection..." Jun Xiaoyao muttered to himself. 

His white clothes are like snow, his black hair is flying, his breath is extremely strong. 

True God Realm Great Perfection, this is the realm cultivation of Jun Xiaoyao now! 

During the period of retreat, Jun Xiaoyao directly went from the Great Perfection of the Divine Fire 

Realm to the Great Perfection of the True God Realm. 

Two big realms, ten small realms! 

If this scene is seen by outsiders, it is absolutely unacceptable. 

The ninth order of Tongsheng is different from before. 

Even in a small realm, the difficulty of breaking through is comparable to a large realm before. 

In other words, it is equivalent to Jun Xiaoyao breaking through ten great realms directly before. 

This is unimaginable. 

But looking at Jun Xiaoyao's frowning eyebrows, he was obviously not satisfied yet. 

"The breakthrough speed started to slow down. It seems that the ninth-level Tongsheng is indeed more 

difficult than before." Jun Xiaoyao thought. 

If this word is heard by other Tianjiao, Jun Xiaoyao must be sprayed to death. 

Is this not enough? What kind of bicycle do you want? 

You must know that even Long Aotian, Wang Teng and others were in the Immortal Ancient World, after 

obtaining a lot of opportunities, they broke through to the realm of true gods. 

As a result, Jun Xiaoyao directly broke through to the True God Realm Great Perfection in one breath. 

If Long Aotian and others knew about this situation, they would definitely be vomiting blood. 

They worked so hard to find opportunities in the ancient world, and finally broke through to the realm 

of true gods. 

As a result, Jun Xiaoyao just sat cross-legged in the pool and directly broke through to the true **** 

realm Dzogchen. 

If you change who you are, your mentality will collapse. 

I simply don't bring such a play. 

Jun Xiaoyao was in retreat during this period, and the harvest was definitely not only the realm of 

cultivation. 



In his body, there are 30,000 dragon elephant particles, which are transformed into Yuanxiang particles. 

This means that the power of the soul of Jun Xiaoyao has skyrocketed three times. 

What does this represent? 

It means that if Jun Xiaoyao attacks other Tianjiao with soul means, it can almost be crushed. 

At the same time, in Junxiaoyao Shrine, among the flowers of the three avenues. 

The flower of the soul that represented the past, vaguely, there was a vague villain of the soul that 

began to gather slowly. 

Jun Xiaoyao itself is the three-generation soul, representing the past, present, and future. 

But before, only on this flower, was there a primordial villain sitting cross-legged. 

At this moment, on the flower of the Great Dao that represents the past, a vague figure of the soul 

began to appear. 

"Is it because of the reincarnation pool of sentient beings that my past souls begin to condense?" Jun 

Xiaoyao guessed. 

But now, in the past, the primordial spirit was still in its rudimentary form, and it had not completely 

condensed successfully. 

"It would be great if there is a soul technique that matches the three generations of Yuanshen." Jun 

Xiaoyao couldn't help thinking. 

Jun Xiaoyao's harvest is more than that. 

Because he already has 30,000 elephant particles, Jun Xiaoyao can now initially unlock the next ability of 

God Elephant Prison Guard. 

Summon the gates of hell! 

Jun Xiaoyao can summon the gate of **** with the supreme soul power by urging Yuanxiang particles. 

Let the countless evil ghosts of hell, Shura, the devil Raksha, fight for him! 

This is an extremely terrifying ability, once displayed, it is enough to wash all directions! 

It can be said that after the breakthrough, Jun Xiaoyao's strength has made great progress. 

Also, his mana immunity has improved again. 

Not only has the scope expanded, but it can also offset the immunity of more magical powers. 

It can be said that this ability of magic immunity can grow up with Jun Xiaoyao for a long time. 

"Yes, although there are not many breakthroughs in the realm, it is okay. This is just an appetizer." Jun 

Xiaoyao said. 

The real main course is in the ancient world. 



The opportunity in the ancient world will make Jun Xiaoyao's strength qualitatively improved. 

"Congratulations to Young Master for his success in cultivation!" 

Li Xin and Ah Jiu appeared. 

Seeing the true spirit surging through Jun Xiaoyao's body. 

There was a look of wonder in Li Xin's eyes. 

You know, Jun Xiaoyao is only fifteen years old now. 

Fifteen-year-old true **** powerhouse! 

Even if it is Jun Wugui, at the age of Jun Xiaoyao, he is a little weaker. 

the student surpasses the master. 

Li Xin felt more and more that in the future, Jun Xiaoyao might be stronger than his father! 

"It's time to leave, is Senior Li Xin really not planning to leave together?" Jun Xiaoyao asked. 

"It is the mission of the end general to stay here. Maybe one day, when everything in the funeral world 

is settled, I will be free." Li said. 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes also showed a touch of admiration. 

"By the way, Young Master takes care of this thing." 

As if thinking of something, Li Xin handed a jade amulet to Jun Xiaoyao from the space magic weapon. 

"This is..." Jun Xiaoyao took the amulet and took a closer look. 

Engrave a line of fine print. 

A gentleman has no regrets in his life. 

"This is what the Lord left. The Lord seems to have calculated it. The Young Master will come 

eventually." Li said. 

"The amulet left by my father." Jun Xiaoyao looked at the line of fine print with deep eyes. 

A gentleman has no regrets in his life! 

How brave is this? 

"When I return to the burial ground again, it will be the time when the burial world is settled!" Jun 

Xiaoyao put away the amulet and said with a certain tone. 

Who dares to say that he can calm the burial world? 

Jun Xiaoyao dare! 

A faint ray of excitement appeared in Li Xin's eyes. This is the young master of the Jun Family he is 

willing to be loyal! 



There was also a touch of comfort in Ah Jiu's beautiful eyes. 

The young man she guards will surely grow into a hero in the future! 

After bidding farewell, Jun Xiaoyao and Ah Jiu also drove out of the burial world, preparing to leave the 

eternal burial ground. 

Outside of Tibet, there have always been many burial creatures staying here. 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao and Ah Jiu appear, they suddenly turned their eyes. 

When I feel the breath of Jun Xiaoyao. 

They are dumbfounded. 

"I wiped it, right? True God Realm?" 

A group of burial creatures gaped. 

Before Jun Xiaoyao was the Great Perfection in the Divine Fire Realm, now he is in the True Divine 

Realm? 

If you don't see it with your own eyes, no one will believe it. 

In the void, two beautiful shadows also emerged, it was Langhuan and Qin Xian'er. 

After sensing that Jun Xiaoyao had left the burial world, Langhuan rushed to him immediately. 

"Master Jun, you are finally out." Langhuan's beautiful eyes flashed, and at the same time, there was 

surprise in his heart. 

Jun Xiaoyao's cultivation had reached the realm of true gods directly, far surpassing her. 

The current Jun Xiaoyao, if he is against the ten little kings before, I am afraid that they can be killed by a 

finger. 

"It's time for Jun to leave the burial ground." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

Hearing this, Langhuan's eyes revealed a slight sadness. 

"See you again in the future." Jun Xiaoyao didn't feel much. 

Everything is just Langhuan's unrequited love. 

"If there is a chance in the future, Langhuan will also leave the burial ground." Langhuan said firmly. 

"Instead of chasing the unobtainable phantom, it is better to cherish the person in front of you." Jun 

Xiaoyao said lightly, and then left directly with Ah Jiu. 

Langhuan was stunned for a moment, and looked at Qin Xian'er on the side. 

Qin Xian'er also trembled, and he didn't expect Jun Xiaoyao to speak for her. 

The two women faced each other in silence. 



On the other side, outside the burial ground of Eternal Age, the land of Manzhou. 

There are still many monks who are searching for some opportunities here. 

They also talked about the topic of the ancient world from time to time. 

"Tsk tusk, I heard that in the recent period, another sequence in the Jun family has fallen. It seems to be 

the ninth sequence, Jun Tianming?" 

"Yes, this is already the third sequence of the Jun Family's fall. The Primordial Royal Family is going to 

stay with the Jun Family forever." 

"However, Jun Lingcang, the heavy pupil, and others, also killed many Primordial Royal Family Tianjiao." 

"The most regrettable thing should be Jun Wuchen, the fourth sequence of the Jun family. He was about 

to break through to the Great Perfection of the Void God Realm. As a result, he was attacked by the dark 

**** of the fallen palace and died suddenly." 

"It's too miserable. I also heard that one of the followers of the Emperor's Son, the heir of God 

Devouring Demon Art, seems to be being pursued and killed by the saint of the Holy Church." 

On the edge of Manzhou, two monks were talking. 

As everyone knows, a figure is behind them, listening to all this silently. 

The two cultivators in the Void God Realm suddenly felt a chill in their backs, and turned their heads to 

see the handsome young man dressed in white with a cold face. 

"Jun...Jun...Jun's son!" The two monks took a breath, their scalp numb. 

Dressed in white, handsome and beautiful, and appeared in the burial ground, they couldn't think of a 

second candidate except for the son of the Jun family. 

At this moment, Jun Xiaoyao's pressure from the real gods and the terrifying killing intent seemed to 

freeze the heavens and the earth. 

"True God cultivation base!" The bodies of the two monks trembled again, and their eyes were almost 

staring! 

Didn’t it mean that when the son of the Emperor’s family entered the burial ground, he had only the 

cultivation base of the Tongtian realm? 

Why now, he suddenly became a true **** powerhouse? 

And looking at its breath, it is extremely strong and solid, and it should have reached the level of 

Dzogchen. 

Both monks were dull and trembling. 

The strength of Jun Xiaoyao exceeded their imagination. 

If you send it back to Xianyu, let everyone know, I am afraid that it will cause great shock and waves! 

"Tell this **** son the news of the ancient world." Jun Xiaoyao said indifferently. 



Upon seeing this, the two monks hurriedly told Jun Xiaoyao about the news of the ancient world during 

this period. 

After listening, Jun Xiaoyao was expressionless. 

But the two monks felt that the temperature between the surrounding sky and the earth seemed to 

have dropped to freezing point~www.mtlnovel.com~ There were no tigers in the mountains, and the 

monkeys called the king. When did Wang Teng and Long Aotian and his ilk also fit in Xiangu Is the world 

dominated? " 

Jun Xiaoyao flicked his sleeves, and the surrounding void exploded, and the earth was full of cracks. 

This hand alone made the two Void God Realm cultivators tremble. 

This Nima is too powerful! 

The young emperor Teng, taboo the first generation of Long Aotian, in Jun Xiaoyao's mouth, turned out 

to be just two monkeys. 

"If you dare to provoke the Jun family, you will definitely pay the price of blood!" 

Jun Xiaoyao stepped away. 

The two monks had lingering fears, and they were in cold sweat. 

When they looked at Jun Xiaoyao's detached back, their hearts trembled. 

"If the son of the Jun family enters the ancient world, I am afraid that a **** storm will be set off." 

"Who can stop him, who dares to stop him?" 

 


